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ABSTRACT: The advancement in new technology like fuel cell, wind turbine, photo voltaic and new innovation in 
power electronics, customer demands for better power quality and reliability are forcing the power industry to shift for 
distributed generations. Hence distributed generation (DG) has recently gained a lot of momentum in the power 
industry due to market deregulations and environmental concerns. Islanding occurs when a portion of the distribution 
system becomes electrically isolated from the remainder of the power system yet continues to be energized by 
distributed generators. An important requirement to interconnect a DG to power distributed system is the capability of 
the DG to detect islanding detection. Failure to trip islanded generators can lead to a number of problems to the 
generators and the connected loads. The current industry practice is to disconnect all distributed generators immediately 
after the occurrence of islands. Typically, a distributed generator should be disconnected within 100 to 300 ms after 
loss of main supply. To achieve such a goal, each distributed generator must be equipped with an islanding detection 
device, which is also called anti islanding devices like vector surge relay and ROCOF relay. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

As per IEEE STD 1547-2003 [1], distributed generation is defined as electric generation facilities connected to 
power systems through a point of common coupling (PCC). In the early days of electricity, there were no inter-
connected grids. Electric power was produced close to the point of consumption [8]. So, the electric power industry 
originally started off using distributed generation. Later on, with the emergence of new technologies, power was 
produced at one location and was transmitted over long distances at a high voltage to the consumers. This led to a 
reduction in the per unit cost of power. It also led to a higher reliability of supply since the failure of one unit in a large 
interconnected system didn’t have a significant effect on the whole system. By the beginning of twentieth century, the 
backbone of the electric power industry consisted of large power industries dispersed all over the country, with each 
local company having a monopoly over the geographical region of operation [2].  

These companies owned the generation, transmission and distribution systems in their regions of operation. As 
technology still progressed and time went by, the power industry started getting more and more competitive. To make 
reasonable profits the new industries, set up to meet the ever increasing power demand, had to make investments 
exceeding a billion dollars. Such huge investments take decades for a pay-back. Furthermore any considerable increase 
in demand had to be met with an increase in generation, which consequently meant an additional investment in 
generation and reinforcement of transmission lines. All these  factors coupled with deregulation of the electric power 
supply and an availability of a new league of distributed generators (DGs) lead to a renewed interest in distributed 
generation. It should however be noted that distributed generators need not necessarily be renewable. In fact the DGs 
could be classified into renewable and non renewable [2] as shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Classification of distributed generators. 
 
 
Of all the available DG technologies, due to their higher efficiencies, fuel cells and micro turbines have been receiving 
the highest research attention. 

The availability of a wide variety of DG technologies gives the customers a wide range of combinations of 
cost and reliability [3]. For instance if a customer such as a ranch owner is located far from the utility supply, then the 
cost of getting a DG of his own would be lower than paying for a line to be laid out till the ranch. In this circumstance 
DG would be a viable option if reliability of the supply is not an issue. On the other hand for institutions, like hospitals, 
where reliability of supply is very critical, DGs can be used as back up supply to increase the reliability of supply at an 
increased capital cost. Apart from the aforementioned, DGs offer perks such as clean power, ancillary benefits and 
national security advantages. 

 In this paper, a novel hybrid islanding detection technique is proposed which integrates both the active and 
passive techniques to minimize their drawbacks. This method is based on measurement of rate of change of voltage and 
injection of disturbance current signal into the system. If rate of change of voltage exceeds threshold value, the 
disturbance current is applied to d-q current controller across direct axis which modulates the voltages and frequency at 
point of common coupling (PCC).  

If islanding is occurred, output voltage and frequency changes from their allowable limits and under/over 
frequency or voltage relays are used to detect islanding. MATLAB software is used to simulate test system under study 
to show the effectiveness of proposed methodology for different islanding and non-islanding conditions 
  

II. PROPOSEDMETHODOLOGY 
 

The model consists of DG (PV panels) with current controlled VSC which is a dc voltage source and load is modeled 
as parallel RLC load. Main grid is connected to the DG and local load at PCC through the circuit breaker and step 
down transformer. Islanding is simulated by opening the circuit breaker at a particular time instant t.  Fig (1) shows 
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power system model with DG in which proposed methodology is tested. Fig(1a) shows the system in grid connected 
mode. Active and reactive power consumed by the load in this mode is given by the following equ(1) and (2).,  

PLoad = PDG + Pgrid Equ. (1) 
QLoad = QDG + Qgrid Equ.(2) 

 
Fig 2 Test system under study in grid connected mode 

 
Fig 3 Test system under study in islanded mode 

 
Islanded mode of operation is shown in above fig. 

 
Fig 4 DG interface control 
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The block diagram of d-q current controller of the DG is shown in the fig.(2). Three important parts are phase-

locked loop (PLL), outer power control loop and the inner current control loop. Active and reactive power of DG is 
independently control by using d-q synchronous reference frame. The Park’s transformation is used for this purpose. 
Inverter switching signal is determined by the magnitude and angle of the modulating signal. When system is islanded, 
there may be active power mismatch (ΔP) between active power of DG and load. Hence, 

 
(ΔP = PLoad − PDG = PGrid ) 

 
is not zero which results in increase or decrease in the value of PCC voltage. So continuous monitoring and 

measuring of instantaneous voltage and frequency is necessary. The amount of voltage deviation (ΔV) depends on the 
value of ΔP. According to IEEE Std.929 and IEEE Std.1547, the voltage thresholds are typically set at 88% and 110% 
of the rated voltage value [8]. After measuring the instantaneous voltage calculate rate of change of voltage by using 
equ. (3)  

 
ROCOV= dV/dt equ. (3) 

 
If this value is within threshold value, then system is grid connected but if it’s value exceeds the threshold 

value, then third harmonic of output current is injected as a disturbance signal into the system through d-q current 
controller. If system is grid connected then disturbance signal flows into the low impedance path offered by utility and 
doesn’t change the system parameter significantly. When system is islanded, disturbance signal affects the system 
parameter such as voltage and frequency. Their values exceed from their allowable limits and islanding is easily and 
accurately detected by using over/under voltage or over/under frequency relays.  The flow chart of the proposed 
methodology is shown in fig. (3) 
 

 
Fig 5 Flow chart of proposed islanding detection methodology 
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
To show effectiveness of the proposed methodology, different islanding non-islanding conditions are simulated in 
MATLAB software. The below shown fig is the simulation circuit of the proposed system in this for the islanding 
detection method is founding with the help of circuit breaker in that the circuit breaker is due the parameters values the 
switch is in on position the system is in grid connected operation , if the circuit breaker is in open the system is in 
islanding mode.      
 

 
Fig 6 simulation diagram of the islanding detection method without distributed generation system 

 

 
Fig 7 Supply voltage and current 

 

 
Fig 8 Inverted voltage and current 
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Fig 9 Load voltage and load current 

 

 
Fig10 Real and reactive power 

 
Above shown figs are the output wave forms of the islanding system without distributed generation fig 7 is the input 
voltage and input current waveforms, fig inverted voltage  and current waveforms ,fig 9 describes the load voltage and 
load current waveforms of the system without distributed power generation, fig  10 is the active and reactive power 
waveforms of the conventional system. The islanding detection is based on the circuit breaker  the islanding mode is 
0.1 to 0.15s. 

 
 Fig 11 simulation diagram of the islanding detection method with PV distributed generation system 
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Fig 12 Supply voltage and supply current  

 

 
Fig 13 Load voltage and current 

 

 
Fig 14 Inverted voltage and current 

 

 
Fig 15 real power and reactive power 

 
The above shown figs are the simulation circuit of the proposed system and its output waveforms  isolated detection 
method with circuit breaker in this we have the PV is the distributed generation, In the shown figs fig 12 shows the 
input voltage and current waveforms , the fig 13 describes the output voltage and current waveforms , fig14 th 
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describes the inverted voltage and current wave forms and the final wave form fig 15 is the real power and reactive 
power waveforms. The islanding detection  is based on the circuit breaker at the time interval of the 0.1 t0 0.15s. 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper a new methodology is proposed for islanding detection. This is based on rate of change of voltage 
(passive) and injection of disturbance current signal through current controlled VSC (active).one test system is 
simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK software with various loading conditions for islanding and non-islanding such as 
capacitor switching, I.M starting etc situations. This hybrid methodology integrates both the active and passive 
techniques and from the results drawn in MATLAB, we can say that this methodology can discriminate islanding and 
non-islanding situations effectively and accurately. 
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